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I. INTRODUCTION 
In the theory of radiative transfer, the diffuse reflection of parallel rays by a 
finite flat layer is one of the fundamental problems, since the solution of all 
other problems in a similar medium can be reduced to this. Ambarzumian [I] 
and Chandrasekhar [2] used an invariance principle to obtain the integral 
equation governing the scattering function of this problem in a homogeneous 
planeparallel atmosphere. For the inhomogeneous case the problem has been 
treated by means of the invariant imbedding technique [3], the probabilistic 
method [4, 51, the method of invariance principle [5], and Ambarzumian’s 
technique [6, 73. 
In a long series of papers, Bellman, Kalaba, and Wing [8] generalized 
invariance principles and systematically applied the invariant imbedding 
technique to a wide variety of transport problems of current interest. Recently, 
the same authors showed that certain two-point boundary value problems 
arising from the classical transport formulation can be replaced by initial 
value problems with the aid of the invariant imbedding technique [9]. 
Furthermore, Wing [IOIl extended the mathematical technique of [9] to deal 
with diffuse reflection problems in the plane by means of a unified approach 
in conjunction with the transfer equation. While Ambarzumian’s invariance 
method and the invariant imbedding technique in the original form had a 
defect in that they lack automatic applicability (in the sense that “counting 
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Fundamental Equation of Invariant Imbedding, I,” Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 47, 
336-338 (1961), in which the case of nonlinear transport equations is treated. 
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techniques” were still necessary), the unified approach made the technique 
remarkably tractable, since the classical Boltzmann-type equations could be 
utilized to obtain the new equations. 
II. THE S-FUNCTIONFORTHE STANDARD DIFFUSE REFLECTIONPROBLEM 
Consider an inhomogeneous, plane-parallel, nonemitting, and isotropically 
scattering atmosphere of finite optical thickness or whose albedo for single 
scattering is 0 < W(T) 5 1. 
Let I(T, + CL) be the intensity of radiation in the direction + p (0 < p 2 1) 
at the level r (0 5 r 5 or), directed toward the lower boundary T = 71, and 
let l(T, - CL) be the intensity of radiation in the direction - p (0 < p 5 1) 
at the level 7, directed towards the upper boundary T  = 0. If we assume that 
the intensity of parallel rays of finite intrinsic flux F is incident on the lower 
boundary in the direction - CL,, (0 < pa < l), the equation of transfer 
appropriate to this case takes the form 
together with the boundary conditions 
qo, + /JCL) = 0 and 1(~~, - /A) = f S(p - p(J (0 < I* < 1). (2.2) 
In Eq. (2.2) 6 is the Dirac delta function. 
Then, the angular distribution of radiation diffusely reflected by the flat 
layer is 
I(% + P) = 5 ~(TI; CL, PO), (2.3) 
where the scattering function S satisfies the integro-differential equation 
(see PI) 
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While in Section III we consider the standard diffuse reflection problem as 
a limiting process of a collimated point source problem, in Section IV we 
shall treat the diffuse reflection problem as a limiting process of a transient 
diffuse reflection problem when the incident intensity is given in the form of 
the unit step function of time. In a series of subsequent papers the extension 
of this approach to the more general cases of transient and point source 
transfer problems will be given, allowing for anisotropic and noncoherent 
scatterings. 
III. DIFFUSE REFLECTION OF RADIATIONFROM A COLLIMATED POINT SOURCE 
BY A TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLAT LAYER 
In two-dimensional rectangular coordinates, we denote the geometrical 
depth and the geometrical horizontal distance as x and X, respectively. Let a 
pencil of radiation of infinitesimal cross section, but of finite intrinsic flux 
F, be falling at the point (x1, 0) on the lower boundary in the direction 
-p,,(O <p. I I). The q uantity cos-1 ,uo denotes the in&nation of this 
radiation beam to the inward normal to the surface x = a,. 
Let the intensity of diffusely reflected radiation at the point (zr, x) in the 
direction + p (0 < p I 1) be 1( zr, x, + p). Then the diffusely reflected 
intensity is written in the form 
where S(z,, x; CL, p,-J is the scattering function under consideration. 
The equation of transfer in this case is 
(3.2) 
together with the boundary conditions 
and +,, x, - p) = f q/J - po) S(x), 0 < p I 1 
(3.3) 
where l(z) and u(a) are respectively the volume attenuation and scattering 
coefficients. 
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The diffusely reflected intensity in Section II is related to that in this case 
as follows: 
(3.4) 
where 
Then we have 
s 
21 
5-1 = Z(z) dx. 
0 
S(T~; PL, ~0) = jr, Sk,, x; IL, ~0) dx, (3.5) 
because the parameter x is arbitrary, provided that 1 and o do not depend 
upon the optical horizontal distance. 
Equation (3.2) can be rewritten in the forms 
= G@,, x, + PFL) (0 < p I 1); (3.6) 
- az(x, x, - p) + d/i--~ a&z, x, - CL) -- 
az P ax 
=-- ; [z(z) z(z, x, - y) - &u(x) jy; I@, x, CL’) W] (0 < CL I 1). (3.7) 
The functional relationships between the members of the class are found 
by imbedding the original process within a family of processes of similar 
nature and obtaining an invariant process. 
With the aid of a unified approach, we have (see Fig. I) 
4% + A, x + A’, + p; LJ = Q,, x, + y; fi,,c) + AG(z,, x, + p) + o(A), 
(3.8) 
where A’ = (1/l - p2A)/p, 
Z(G 3, + CL; 4,,) = j^;, dx’ j: R@,, x - x’; P, p’) * 4&‘, - P’) W, (3.9) 
F 
4nc@, - CL) = 7 Sk - PO) S(x)- (3.10) 
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The quantities G and f inc are computed by means of (3.6) and (3.7). 
R(z+, x; CL, pO) may be called the coefficient of diffuse reflection. 
FIG. 1 
First we shall derive the modified incident intensity fine as follows. 
Recalling (3.7), we have 
f,,&, - P) = qz, - A, x + A”, --CL) 
where 
A,, =mA ___-. 
PO 
Putting 
(3.12) 
Eq. (3.11) becomes 
F 
-- 44 4 1’ +I, xi P’, ~0) W]. 
0 
(3.13) 
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where 
Then, using (3.13), we get 
I((xl, ?I’; -t Pi finc) 
= j;,dx' j; R(z,, x - x' ; P, P') h&', - CL') d$ 
(3.14) 
Furthermore, recalling (3.6), 
W,, x, + P> 
=-- ; [I@,) ; &,, x; II9 PO) - $44 j; m%, xi $9 PO> dP’ 
- $ u(x1) S(x) j: w - PO) S’] * (3.16) 
On the other hand, 
= j;, dx' j: R(x, + A, x + A’ - x’; p, p’) ; 6(/i - po) 8(x’ + A”) dp’ 
= ; R(z, + A, x + A’ + A”; p, po). (3.17) 
Then, using Eq. (3.8), (3.15), (3.16), and (3.17), we have 
R(x, + A, x + A’ + A”; ~3 ~0) 
= R(z,, x; p, PO) - ; Z(%) R(%9 x; PI PO) + +‘) A j1 R(z,, x; /.L, p’) 3 -y- 
+!?$dA,“mdx’/: ’ dp’ R(+ x - x’ ; ~9 CL’) 7 
s 
l R(z,, x’; p” 
0 
, po) dp” - $ @I) W,, x; PFL, PO) 
’ ] +l) A s 2tL 0 W,, x; P’, ~0) dp’ + 2tr. ‘+) da(x). (3.18) 
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Hence, in the limit as A -+ 0, (3.18) becomes 
= uF [S(x) + j’ R(z,, x; p’, pa) 4’ + II ( R(z,, x; P, P’) 5 
0 
+ p j-“, dx’ 1: Rk, x - x’; CL, t4 y 
Putting 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
we obtain the requisite integral equation for the S-function 
+ $ j- dx’ j-’ S(z,, x - x’; p, ,u’) 5 [; S(z,, x’ ; /.L”, /JJ F] , (3.21) 
--m 0 
where the diffusely reflected intensity at (x1, x) is 
I(% x, + P) = c SC% xil-4 PO)1 (3.22) 
provided that 0, = cos-l p. (or 0 = cos-1 ,J,) is measured counterclockwise 
(or clockwise) from the inward (or outward) normal to the surface z = zl. 
7 
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IV. DIFFUSE REFLECTIOK OF PARALLEL RAYS DUE TO A TIME-DEPENDENT 
MOXODIRECTIONAL ILLUMINATION OF THE LOWER SURFACE 
Supposing that the lower surface of an inhomogeneous flat layer of finite 
geometrical thickness zi is illuminated by a unit step function, time-depen- 
dent, parallel ray, we shall derive the angular distribution of diffusely 
reflected light iT(zi, u, -t p) (0 < TV I 1). 
The equation of transfer appropriate to this case is 
together with the boundary conditions 
I@, u, + CL) = 0 and I(z2, *9 - CL) = p w4 & - PO), (4.2) 
where u = ct (t being time and c the speed of light). In (4.2) H(U) is given by 
Then the diffusely reflected intensity is expressed in the form 
(4.3) 
The intensity of diffusely reflected radiation in Section II is considered in 
connection with the intensity (4.3) as follows: 
4% + P) = j&m 4% u, + CL). W) 
In a manner similar to that used in Section III, with the aid of the unified 
approach of invariant imbedding techniques, we obtain the following integral 
equation governing the scattering function S(z,, u; p, CL,,): 
= u(q) [H(u) + 4 j:, S(z,, u; p, p’) y + 8 1: S(% u; P”, PO) F
s I udut 
1 -* aS(z,, u - u’; p, p’) 4’ 
0 0 au Elf 
s l 0 
(4.6) 
This completes the discussion. 
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